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Crafted from the finest lambs leather, the L For Lazarus 
handbag collection is chic but also functional.  

Each model is available in five colours - 
just add your style!   



The name Lakota means ‘friend’, and this soft, slouchy hobo bag will quickly become 
yours. The quality leather molds beautifully to your body, adding effortless chic to your 

casual looks.  Whether holding just your bare essentials or packed full on a day you 
‘didn’t mean to buy anything’, the roomy Lakota is your ideal companion.

Lakota



Luvena means ‘little beloved one’, and once you’ve tried 
this versatile classic, it will become one of your prized 
possessions.  Crafted using the finest leather, it fits snugly 
under your arm whether you’re out having cocktails or 
running around with the kids.  Perfect for when you need 

a bag but wished you didn’t have to carry one!

Lakota, Luvena and Lucia are available in black and four 
metallic colours: Grey, Blue, Bronze and Cognac

The ingenious Lucia make-up bag is crafted using the finest leather on one side, and is totally transparent on 
the other, offering clear and stylish benefits for anyone on the move.  The name Lucia means ‘bringer of light’, 
and with this clever mix of style and practicality, you’ll never have to search for your favourite lipstick again.



L For Lazarus is a brand for women who love to follow fashion but, more importantly, have developed an inner 
confidence and their own personal style. A brand for women who are comfortable with who they are, and know what 

they want from fashion accessories: style, quality, versatility and the ability to transform their look on a daily basis.

We believe that every woman is beautiful and we encourage all women to bring their unique inner beauty to life.

For further information and line sheets please contact the L For Lazarus team
tel +31 646 250 464      info@lforlazarus.com      www.lforlazarus.com
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